Personal and Planetary En*LIGHT*enment

Harmonic Protocol Attunement

- Assists in clearing the interfering energies sabotaging your ability to be filled with your LIGHT - the embodiment of your Divine Love, the most powerful positive energy within that brings health and vitality - both physical and emotional.
- Assists in stabilizing all of the physical elements necessary for life and the Flow of LIGHT through your being.
- Assists in integrating your physical body, mind and emotions with your LIGHT body of wisdom, love and the identity of the spirit of your true self.
- Assists in allowing you to embrace and fill with the Breath of God and move as one with the Flow of God’s Love.

Instructions:

For each application, place 3-4 drops of each Formula in the palm of your hand. Dip your finger into the drops and apply, hold and breathe at each Point. Then rub your hands together, spreading the moisture over front, back and sides of hands and wrists. State the proclamation - then breathe deeply to embody the words.

Put 3 drops of Harmonic AWAKEN in the palm of your hand; apply a drop to each of these points:
1. Third Eye - the point between the eyebrows.
2. Navel - inside and about 1 inch around.
3. Tailbone - the bottom four segments below the sacrum.

I Align All of My Energies (say and embody this proclamation)
From the Divine Love within my being,
I align all of my energies in Divine Perfection. And so it is. (breathe deeply)

Put 3 drops of Harmonic Strength in the palm of your hand; apply a drop to each of these points:
1. T-8 - behind the heart, in line with the bottom of the shoulder blades (scapula).
2. Sternal Notch (top of sternum).
3. Center of sacrum.

Declaring My Intent (say and embody this proclamation)
It is my intent to be well, whole and perfect
in mind, body and soul. And so it is. (breathe deeply)

Continue next page......
Put 3 drops of Harmonic **Intuition** in the palm of your hand; apply a drop to each of these points:
1. 3rd Eye - the point between the eyebrows.
2. and 3. Occipital - one inch on each side of midpoint of base of skull in back of head.

**Honor** (say and embody this proclamation)

_I choose to restore my honor._

_All laws, judgments, contracts or conditions that would interfere with my ability_
_to restore my honor for myself and my honor for others_
on all levels of consciousness, past, present and future,
_I transmute into the divine expression of Creative Love._
_I erase from Universal Consciousness the disorientation_
_within the consciousness of the human mind and dissolve all patterns_
of disillusionment that have perpetuated themselves_
_from one generation to another through all time._

_I acknowledge Universal Consciousness and choose to remember Universal Truth,_
_that Truth be lived in my Being and in reality on this Earth._

_To honor myself is to live my truth._

_To honor others is to allow them to live their truth. And so it is. (breathe deeply)_

Put 3 drops of Harmonic **Organization** in palm of your hand; apply a drop to each of these points:
1. and 2. Dimples at the top edges of the Sacrum.
3. Xiphoid - the small projection at the lowest end of the sternum (breastbone).

**Filling My Being with Love** (say and embody this proclamation)

_From the Divine Love within my Being,_
_I command that all voids_
on all levels of my Being_
_be filled with Unconditional Love. And so it is. (breathe deeply)_

Put 3 drops of Harmonic **Manna** in the palm of your hand; apply a drop to each of these points:
1. Third Eye - the point between the eyebrows.
2. Navel - inside and about 1 inch around.
3. Tailbone - the bottom four segments below the sacrum.

**Desires of My Heart** (say and embody this proclamation)

_From the Divine Love that flows within my Being,_
_I ask that my Being be filled with Infinite Love,_
_Infinite Healing, Infinite Protection,_
_Infinite Power and Wisdom._

_I call forth my Grand Adventure in feelings and emotions_
_that will bring me Happiness and Joy. And so it is. (breathe deeply)_

Do this Protocol in the morning and in the evening or as desired.

Harmonic Protocols and Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

The content of the Universal Harmonic Protocol was created from research
and the personal energetic observations by the editor.
Open and clear the energy systems of the body!
Strengthen the energy systems of the body!
Enhance feelings of safety and security!

This Triad Attunement and these Proclamations by Rich Work may assist you to clear negative influences that the body may be inundated with from your surroundings and strengthen the natural harmonic energies of the body, allowing you to feel safe and secure.

Put 5 drops each of Opal, Strength and Security in 1/2 glass of purified water. Hold the glass of water and “breathe” with it as you acknowledge the Divine Love within you. Take a drink of this water, breathe and feel the flow of this water ripple through your body.

Repeat this Proclamation by Rich Work (breathe and embody after saying).

The Next Three Energy Centers
From the Divine Love within my Being,
I choose to speak Truth in all things,
I choose to hear Truth in all things,
I choose to see Truth in all things.

I command all my energy centers be open and bring forth those laws I own creating judgments, separating me from joy. I call them before me so I may see them and transmute them into Unconditional Love. And so it is!

Take another drink and:

Repeat this Proclamation by Rich Work (breathe and embody after saying).

The Golden Light of Transformation
From the Divine Love that flows within my Being,
I am prepared and I accept the full integration of my Divinity throughout my Being.
I acknowledge and honor all parts of my Being that have supported my journey in my physical experience, and I transmute those thought forms which no longer serve me into Unconditional Love.
I transmute all energies that would interfere with my ability to declare my freedom and proclaim my Divinity, into the divine expression of Creative Love and activate the Golden Light of Transformation throughout the totality of all that I am. And so it is!

Finish drinking the water and: .....continue next page

Harmonic Liquids Opal, Strength and Security -
GREAT SALE thru April 2020 - $50.00 ea. 2 oz. - $15.00 ea. 1/2 oz.!
To order, call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Harmonic Products and Protocols do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body. For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.
Harmonic Attunement using Opal, Strength and Security continued......

Repeat this Proclamation by Rich Work (breathe and embody after saying).

The Veils of Illusion
(Repeat this proclamation with the intent to remove all veils of illusion.)

I am Creation on all levels of consciousness.
I choose to be free of the holographic veils of illusion that have interfered with my ability to see my truth.
I am prepared to accept responsibility for my world without distortion and illusion.

I command that all thought forms and energies that have created the holographic veils and obstruct my ability to see my truth now be transmuted into divine Truth.
I command that the vibration of fear that has been attached to these veils and my perceived reality be transmuted into the vibrations of Unconditional Love, Joy, Peace and Harmony, for that is the reality I choose as my own. And so it is

Harmonic Liquids Opal, Strength and Security -
GREAT SALE thru April 2020 - $50.00 ea. 2 oz. - $15.00 ea. 1/2 oz.!
To order, call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

"Breath of Life Harmonic Attunement" by Ann Marie Work

"You were created in such a magnificent way, that when you restore the Breath of Life, you awaken the body’s innate ability to heal itself."

On Sale NOW thru April 2020 - Over 30% OFF!!
CD’s $12.00 ea. (reg. $18.00) - Tapes are FREE (reg. $12.00)

You are a divine expression of love. It is who you are. You are not just a body with a soul, you are a soul who is having a human experience. You are not only divine, you are magnificent. You hold within you the keys to all things that are possible. As you awaken these abilities within, you experience the natural progression back to your natural state of health and vitality. As you reconnect to the Breath of Life, you activate the peace, joy and harmony within, allowing you to move out of old patterns of limitation and degeneration into prosperity, rejuvenation and happiness.

Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.
The explanations are simple and the healing affirmations are in understandable language. It need not be made complicated, true healing never has been.

In this book you may learn how to:

• Discern your truth.
• Gain perspective.
• Learn Universal Law.
• Understand the Power of Love.
• Discover the healer within.
• Peruse the process of letting go.
• Help reverse the aging process.
• Negotiate peace.
• Use a pendulum.
• Know what it is to reclaim your mastery.
• Learn about the most powerful energy in the Universe.
• Know what Kinesiology is.
• Explore the human energy field.
• Assist in harmonizing toxic metals.
• Understand the cause of disease.
• Express your intent to move forward.
• Understand the Philosophy of Wellness.
• Breathe

From “Awaken to the Healer Within” by Rich and Ann Marie Work

Freedom

The greatest freedom of all is to be free of fear, to know life as an adventure in constant motion in harmony with the rhythm of the Universe.

Bringing forth the desires of the heart as life unfolds through creative manifestation with no stagnation from judgment, fear or worry.

To know the gentle strength of Unconditional Love being able to see the perfection in all things, to live a life of trust without worry.

Like a child watching a magic show in anticipation of the next event totally open to receive the joy of all possibilities

The book does not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.
The Veils of Illusion  by Rich Work

You have lived in a world of separation, where power has been used to control humanity. Distortions, illusions, thought forms and other energies have been designed to create holographic veils obstructing your ability to see your truth.

It is time to remove the veils of illusion.

ON SALE NOW thru April 2020  - 30% OFF - $17.50! (reg. $25.00)

“At this crucial point in time, it is important we learn to listen and discern with our hearts instead of our conditioned minds. This book is a practical guide to doing that. If you want to discover Truth on many levels and be empowered to make choices which support you and the planet, read this book.” ––Marsha L. Green, Ph.D.

Proclamations of the Soul by Rich Work

Proclamations of the Soul is here to assist those who choose to move beyond drama, fear, judgment and limitation into a world where Peace, Joy and Harmony prevail. The healing begins when you give yourself permission to allow change by declaring your intent.

This book takes you on a healing journey which starts with the following proclamations:

Declaring My Intent
It is my intent to be well, whole and perfect in mind, body and soul. And so it is.

Aligning My Energies
From the Divine Love that flows within my Being,
I command that all my energies be aligned in Divine Perfection. And so it is

Establishing Intent to Move Forward
Whatever is interfering with my Free-Will Choice,
and my ability to move forward in my life according to my Heart’s Desires, I choose to embrace into Unconditional Love. And so it is.

30% OFF - (reg. $60) NOW Only $42.00 thru April 2020! (GREAT rare book price!)

“God, this is a good book!” by Rich Work

“Is this all that life has to offer? How do I find out what really makes my heart sing? Maybe there is more than I could even imagine! The truth of my Soul - I want to know!”

“God, this is a good book!” is a book about awakening the truth from within!

On Sale NOW thru April 2020 - 30% OFF - $11.55! (reg. $16.50)

“I began reading the book with my mind and finished it with my heart. Speaking to the Soul, it opens the door to the joy of remembering that we are the Divine Creation. A healing...beyond comprehension. It is a gift to the world.” Barbara Taylor, Editor; Catalist Magazine

Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515.
Sapphire Vital Life Discs

- Bathe yourself in the brilliance of the sapphire energy.
- Allow this peaceful, uplifting energy to penetrate deep into the energy systems and tissues of the body.
- Awaken your body’s consciousness to the power of the Divine Love within.
- Calm your emotions of anxiety, worry, distress and frustration.
- Transform your awareness into understanding, wisdom, compassion and peace of mind.

Enhance Your Simpatico Pulse

The Simpatico Pulse is a pulse of life and communication within the body. It has been felt by many for centuries and has been given many different descriptions and explanations. But the most recent explanation for this physical phenomenon has been given to us by a group of neuro-scientists and neuro-cardiologists. The following statements are excerpts from articles written by Robert K. Cooper, Ph.D. (www.RobertKCooper.com)

Whenever we meet a new person or are given a challenge, problem, or opportunity, instead of going to the brain for thinking, the experience comes to us through all of our senses—including dozens of physical senses beyond the primary five—and first goes to the neurological networks of the intestinal tract and heart, rather than the head.

The “Second Brain”: Every contact point with life creates a gut feeling. How important does this challenge seem to be? Is there an opportunity here? Could this be a threat to my job? Research indicates there is a “second brain” inside the intestines. There are about 100 million neurons in the intestinal tract. Known as the enteric nervous system, it is independent of and interconnected with the brain in the cranium.

The “Brain in the Heart”: The next place each perception goes is to the heart. In the 1990’s scientists discovered a “brain in the heart.” Comprised of more than 40,000 neurons of various types, along with a complex network of neuro-transmitters, proteins, and support cells, it acts independently of the head. This “heart brain” is as large as many key areas of the thinking brain and sufficiently sophisticated to rate as a brain in its own right. This network is an independent nervous system with two-way brain communication.

The highest reasoning involves all three brains working together. Calling on all three brains, you can ask better questions sooner and make better, clearer choices. Up to 96% of success in life and work depends on the Brains in the gut and heart, not just the head.

When you focus on any form of judgement, fear, disempowerment or lack of self-worth, by complaining, justifying, blaming or focusing on injustice; it leads to distress, anxiety, worry, frustration and a variety of emotional and mental disharmonies. This diminishes your connection to the power of the Divine Love which effects your pulse of life and communication within the body - your simpatico pulse. Reawakening your body’s consciousness to the power of the Divine Love within and moving back into your simpatico pulse, allows you to deal with thoughts, emotions and situations in a more positive, harmonic way.

Sapphire Vital Life Discs - NOW ON SALE - $90/pair thru April 2020 - (reg. $125.00)

(1 1/2” round clear acrylic discs with etched Sapphire logo.)

Place in pockets or bra. Hold them with intent to calm in times of deep distress.
Allow this peaceful, uplifting energy to calm your emotions of anxiety, worry, distress and frustration, transforming your awareness into understanding, wisdom, compassion and peace of mind!

Order at 800-243-6156, 715-355-8515 or www.harmonicsinternational.com

 Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. They work with the energy of the body. For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.
There is no power greater than the Divine Love within you.

Your goal is to discover, embrace and express Divine Love within. This is your path to Peace, Joy and Harmony in all areas of your Life.

Symmetry of Divine Love
Ann Marie Work

The Breath of Life

is the movement of Creative Energy from Creator into Creation and back again. The absence of the Breath of Life is death. When it is suppressed, there is degeneration, limitation, disharmony and despair. The Breath of Life is the key to vitality, balance and strength in every area of life.

Symmetry of Divine Love

Harmonics International
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455